Abstract. "Definitions" of handicap are given, with a classification of intrinsic (personal) handicaps, as well as Tables for the preparation of an individual's Handicap Profile, of use in population Surveys and in case files."
Introduction
THIS paper is Part II of one which I gave to this Society in 1975, titled 'An Inter disciplinary Language for the Recognition and Evaluation of Handicap Arising from Spinal Cord Damage'. Part I presented, in the spinal cord context, the classification and nomenclature of Intrinsic (Personal) Handicap which had been published in a wider context, that of handicaps arising from all handicapping disorders, earlier in the year (Agerholm, 1975a (Agerholm, , 1975b Table I shows the definitions of handicap, and of its two broad divisions, extrinsic and intrinsic handicap, inside which the classification is based. Definitions are essential preliminaries to any classification. Here they enable us to distinguish handicap from non-handicap, and the enduring intrinsic handicaps from the escapable extrinsic handicaps of environment and circumstance. Table II shows the classification of intrinsic handicaps, which are the more immediate concern of the clinician. There are nine 'Key' Handicaps, and 41 Components of handicap, each of the latter having its fixed place as a 'sub-group' of one of the Key Handicaps. Components of handicap are impairments, dis orders, defects, etc. which can, according to their kind or degree in the individual, contribute to personal handicap.
The classification table provides a check-list of handicap enabling the clinician to record the final handicap status of his patients, in terms which are relevant to the individual's subsequent life-style, and which can be interpreted into presentation as 'difficulties' and 'special needs', which are the criteria of personal handicap. If a
TABLE I
The definitions of handicap A handicap is a long-term disadvantage which adversely affects an individual's capacity to achieve the personal and economic independence which is normal for his peers.
An extrinsic handicap is such a disadvantage arising from the individual's environment or circumstances (e. g. poverty, maternal deprivation, racial discrimination, residence in a depressed or disaster area).
An intrinsic handicap is such a disadvantage arising from the individual's own charac teristics, from which he cannot be separated. 
Part II (this paper)
At this meeting I should like to report two further developments, since 1975, in this area of identification of handicap, and its evaluation and recording in a language which crosses the disciplinary barriers between professions and also reaches the understanding of the layman-including that important person, the handicapped individual himself.
Translatability of the classification and its nomenclature into diff erent languages
In the Part I paper I stipulated that, to be acceptable as a fundamental contribution to any field of work, a classification must be translatable into a wide range of 'tongues'. I expressed the hope that members of this multi-lingual Society might help me in this matter. And, sure enough, I can now express publicly my gratitude to Dr Michaelis who promptly offered his help, and his valued encouragement, too, for this enterprise of mine; and skilfully demonstrated that translation .into German, at any rate, presented no linguistic problems. Since then, I have had the help of various colleagues, some contacted by Brian McGinnis at the DHSS on my behalf, and the following translations are now available: Finnish, French, German, Hebrew and Norwegian. I also have promise of an Italian, and the assurance that a Polish translation presents no linguistic problems. In fact, where linguistic problems do arise, they appear to be non specific, that is, characteristic of any translation from English into that language, rather than peculiar to the classification itself.
So the preliminary exercise suggests that the classification is translatable, meeting only the difficulties of translation generally.
Application of the classification to recording the diffi culties and needs of handicapped people
In 1975 I reported that a Questionnaire form, based on the classification and its definitions, was about to be used in a pilot population Survey of handicapped people. This Questionnaire was intended as a tool, previously lacking, for the identification of handicapped people, in the context of provision of services, cash benefits, equipment, etc. to handicapped people. In this context, it is important not only to identify individual handicapped people, and so to count them; but to identify their kinds of handicap, and so the kinds of difficulty and the kinds of needs which they signify.
The Survey, a true pilot without statistical significance, was carried out in the square mile of the City of London, an atypical population of 6500 residents in approximately 2000 households.
The Survey technique (volunteers, briefed interviewers, two-stage saturation, etc.) had already proved its virtues for the identification of handicapped people in the hands of a voluntary organisation, OUTSET. But there was dissatisfaction with the harvest of information obtained through the current Questionnaire design. Hence the pilot study of this Question naire.
The harvest on this occasion was happily most rewarding: it has been written up elsewhere (Agerholm et al., 1976) . It has led on to use of the Questionnaire by invitation of statutory Authorities aware of their duties to the handicapped and of their inability hitherto to discover the basic information on which to build ap propriate services and other provisions for carrying them out. A population of 1-million, was followed by a population of I i million, currently begun and to last 2 years; and the best encouragement, perhaps, lies in the present approach from the neighbouring Authority to the! million, for a similar Survey-using the OUTSET survey techniques and the Questionnaire, which have clearly together encouraged confidence in the value of these exercises. This is not the place to discuss the principles of Questionnaire design, and why this particular design has proved such an effective tool for harvesting and interpreting information previously so difficult to harvest and interpret. It is, however, the place, to bring the Questionnaire, and its value in clinical as well as Survey work, briefly to your attention, as a useful tool which you may care to use in the rehabilitation and resettlement contexts of your work with spinal cord injured patients. Briefly, the Questionnaire as used in Surveys, and in smaller numbers in casework by statutory and other agencies concerned with rehabilitation and resettlement of handicapped people, draws a handicap profile made up of three sections:
The Handicap Profile (Table III, a and b) Section I records the individual's Personal Characteristics, relevant to the handicap context: his age, his code number, his/her sex, his disorder (e.g. lame, stiff hands, ageing, in a wheelchair, blind); his diagnosis (if available, e.g. multiple sclerosis, spinal cord damage, 'stroke'); and that important characteristic his 'kind of mobi lity', since mobility affects so many activities.
Section I I records his Diffi culties arising from the characteristics recorded in Section I, as answers to the Question, 'Do you have difficulty with ... ?' related to ten selected Activity Headings (those Activities in which a certain level of proficiency is required if an individual is to achieve the personal autonomy expected of and by every individual human being). Each Activity has sub-headings, which can be ignored or included, according to whether difficulty is recognised in that activity generally.
Section I I I records the special Needs created by the difficulties. This Section, unlike Sections I and II which have general profile application, can be varied according to context. The one shown is the 'Health and Welfare' Section III. Section Ill's can be prepared for other contexts, e.g. Employment, Education (one for Tertiary Education is already on trial), for Residential Care, even for Travel, etc. according to the particular concern. The Health and Welfare version is probably the most complex and lengthy that we shall be asked to prepare. The final stage of the exercise was the design of an effective information storage and retrieval system. After some flirtation with computers and their print-outs, we have settled down happily with the Kalamazoo punch-card system, which accepts direct transfer of the information without 'interpretation'. It carries only the Code Number into the open statistical analysis 'exposures' of people's characteristics, difficulties and needs, and so helps to preserve confiden tiality of personal information about individuals without losing the undoubted statistical value of some of the information obtained. In those areas where Surveys are carried out by this method, we shall have a good indication of how many people in the area are actually handicapped by such disorders as spinal cord damage, spina bifida, multiple sclerosis, mental handicap and visual handicap (to quote a few) as opposed to those carrying the diagnoses on hospital records, death certificates, etc., while at the same time, protecting people from idle identi fication by epidemiological scrutineers. Handicapped people need the protection of privacy as much as, or perhaps more than, the rest of us.
---------------------� SECTION III HELP NEEDED AS RESULT OF HANDICAP
An innovation has been the 'self-carbonisation' of the Questionnaire, which allows every interviewee providing handicap information to keep his own copy, and so to know what has been recorded about himself. This prevents recording against the individual's wishes; it is, after all, he who is providing the information. Also it provides a useful document for him to hand to subsequent assessors in different contexts of handicap, and offers 'passport' information when he moves from one area to another, or between one activity and another, thus avoiding repeated assessment.
Conclusion
I express the hope that perhaps someone may be tempted to initiate in some other part of the world than the U. K. or in some other context than Surveys, a study to confirm or refute my original claim that handicap is the same 'round the world and down the centuries', or, as put by a colleague since, that handicap records can be 'culture-free'.
I believe that, using this questionnaire soundly based on the classification of handicap, we could build up a fascinating picture of handicapped people round the world, with the variations of patterns of handicap according to local prevalances of handicapping disorders, which could not only teach us a great deal about the needs of handicapped people in different parts of the world, but also teach us about the handicapping significance of the various handicapping disorders, and help us to distinguish the most urgent priorities of prevention of such disorders.
SUMMARY
Two developments are reported in the classification and nomenclature of handicap:
I. Translation of the classification and nomenclature into other tongues than English has presented no special linguistic problems and encourages confidence that the classification could have international use. Finnish, French, German, Hebrew and Norwegian translations are already available and others are in preparation. 2. The classification has been used as basis for construction of a Questionnaire form which elicits and records handicap information in three Sections: personal charac teristics, difficulties and needs. The completed Questionnaire presents a Handicap Profile which can be used in a variety of contexts, e.g. population survey, casework file, education and employ ment records, or as a Handicap Passport to identify eligibility for special provisions, e.g. services and cash benefits. The information can be transferred directly to computer or, better, to punched card (Kalamazoo) system for storage and retrieval, with built-in coding to conserve confidentiality of personal information.
The three sections of the Questionnaire are presented for international consideration. In the United Kingdom an initial pilot Survey, using OUTSET door-to-door interview techniques and the Questionnaire as tool, has led on to larger and larger population Surveys (up to It million so far) with growing evidence that the techniques and tool together yield a bountiful harvest of directly relevant information on handicapped people and the handi capping disorders, including the important group of spinal cord lesions. L'information peut etre transmise directement a l'ordinateur ou, encore mieux, au systeme de cartes perforees (Kalamazoo) en vue de sa memorisa tion et de sa recherche avec un code incorpore permettant de garantir la confiden tialite des renseignements personnels.
RESUME
Les trois sections du questionnaire sont presentees en vue de leur examen a l'echelon international. Au Royaume-Uni, une premiere enquete pilote basee sur le'emploi des techniques d'interview de porte en porte et Ie questionnaire a abouti a des recensements demographiques de plus en plus importants (couvrant jusqu'a maintenant 1,500,000 habitants) et ceci manifeste de plus en plus que c'est la un moyen permettant de recolter une grande quantite d'informations directement pertinentes concernant les personnes handicapees et les maladies a l'origine de l'handicap, y compris Ie groupe important des lesions de la modelle epiniere. 
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